Abstract-This paper proposes interference mitigation techniques for provisioning ultrareliable low-latency wireless communication in an industrial automation setting, where multiple transmissions from controllers to actuators interfere with each other. Channel fading and interference are key impairments in wireless communication. This paper leverages the recently proposed "Occupy CoW" protocol that efficiently exploits the broadcast opportunity and spatial diversity through a twohop cooperative communication strategy among distributed receivers to combat deep fading, but points out that because this protocol avoids interference by frequency division orthogonal transmission, it is not scalable in terms of bandwidth required for achieving ultrareliability, when multiple controllers simultaneously communicate with multiple actuators (akin to the downlink of a multicell network). The main observation of this paper is that full frequency reuse in the first phase, together with successive decoding and cancellation of interference, can improve the performance of this strategy notably. We propose two protocols depending on whether interference cancellation or avoidance is implemented in the second phase, and show that both outperform Occupy CoW in terms of the required bandwidth and power for achieving ultrareliability at practical values of the transmit power.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background W IRELESS communication technologies enable a virtually ubiquitous access to information in a communication network. This facilitates mobility of transmitter and receiver entities. In an automated industrial factory, where sensors, controllers, and actuators continuously exchange control information, it is desirable to reduce cable installations and facilitate mobility of the devices. Wireless connectivity of machines enables a more flexible production of goods in factories. The intent of communicating control information among devices is to stabilize remote processes by feedback, which requires a near-real-time and highly reliable continuous streaming of information. Traditionally, the stringent requirements of latency and reliability are realized over wired networks, see, e.g., [1] - [3] . This paper studies the feasibility of providing ultrareliable connectivity through wireless communications.
Using wireless networks in industrial communication for control applications introduces new challenges for wireless physical layer design. The current wireless cellular networks are designed for providing a high long-term average user rate for supporting a quality of service that is suitable for human visual and auditory perception. For ultrareliable lowlatency machine-type communication, however, new protocols are needed to combat the impairments of the wireless channel, i.e., fading and interference, in order to meet the stringent requirements in the worst case of one-shot channel uses; see, [4] , [5] . In this regard, diversity techniques [6] - [8] have been proposed to combat channel fading. This paper focuses on the equally important issue of interference mitigation.
B. Occupy CoW Protocol
To combat fading, it is crucial to exploit diversity. In a rich-scattered environment, the distributed antennas of multiple devices in the network experience independent smallscale fading, hence are an available and reliable source of spatial diversity, which can be exploited by using a suitable cooperative communication scheme [6] - [8] . The approach proposed in [8] , called "Occupy CoW", exploits this type of diversity by concatenating the messages for multiple devices together, then broadcasting the concatenated message, and further allowing cooperative communication to take advantage of diversity to combat fading. In the broadcast phase, the controller concatenates all the control messages of all actuators into one message, and exploits the multiuser diversity in broadcasting the concatenated message to all of the actuators. An actuator decodes this message if its wireless channel is not in a deep fade and is strong enough to support the rate of the concatenated message. In the cooperation phase, the cooperative diversity among nodes is exploited and the message is relayed by all nodes that have successfully decoded in the first phase for the rest of the actuators. The key technique in this cooperation phase is the distributed space-time coding [9] . In this phase, relays encode the concatenated message into a distributed linear dispersion code in the frequency domain and simultaneously transmit to obtain full diversity gain at the receivers.
C. Motivation and Main Contributions
This paper focuses on the mitigation of mutual interference with multiple diversity transmissions in a wireless network. We ask the following question: When multiple interfering controllers broadcast messages to their associated actuators, how should we combat fading and mitigate interference at the same time in order to enable ultrareliable low-latency wireless communication?
The Occupy CoW protocol [8] avoids interference by orthogonalization in the frequency domain. When multiple controllers are present in the network, each is assigned a different frequency band. Hence, the interference among the distributed transmitters is avoided; this orthogonalization approach further enables cooperation among the half-duplex relaying nodes in the second phase for exploiting spatial diversity. But, the main drawback is that the required bandwidth needs to scale linearly with the network size.
A candidate scheme for improving the scalability of the protocol with number of transmitters is full frequency reuseinstead of orthogonal transmission by frequency division. However, we observe through simulations that if interference is treated as noise, it would have a severe adverse effect on the failure probability. The impact of treating interference as noise is most notable in the cooperation phase of the protocol, where all relays transmit. Therefore, the effect of interference challenges the practicality of the Occupy CoW protocol in large networks at reasonable amounts of bandwidth and transmit power.
In this paper, we propose two protocols for improving the scalability of Occupy CoW in large networks. The first protocol consists of full bandwidth reuse by both the controllers and actuators, while allowing successive decoding and cancellation of interference at actuators in both broadcast and cooperation phases. The weak interference signals that remain undecoded are treated as noise. We observe that this scheme successfully improves the scalability and outperforms other protocols in the low-power regime. But, in the high-power regime, it suffers from a failure probability floor and a low diversity order. The second protocol removes these shortcomings, while still preserving the improvement in scalability to a large extent. In the broadcast phase the second protocol still uses the successive interference decoding and cancellation scheme for improving scalability. In the cooperation phase, it uses frequency orthogonalization to avoid interference and to exploit spatial diversity.
We identify regions in the failure probability versus transmit power plane in which the two proposed interference mitigation protocols and the original Occupy CoW protocol may outperform each other. In terms of bandwidth consumption, our first protocol is preferable in the low-power regime; the Occupy CoW protocol is preferable in the high-power and low-bandwidth regime; our second protocol is the preferred scheme in the medium-power regime.
In [8] , the Occupy CoW protocol is analyzed in a single wireless local domain where all nodes are in range of each other and wireless channel gains are i.i.d. across the network. The distance-dependent path loss of the wireless channel is not considered. In this paper, we consider more realistic distancedependent wireless channel models. Our conclusions are obtained using Monte Carlo simulations of failure probabilities at varying network parameters.
D. Other Related Works
To reduce the required transmit power for achieving ultrareliability by Occupy CoW protocol, [10] proposes the XORCoW protocol, which uses a network coding approach for combining uplink and downlink transmissions to improve the use of bandwidth.
Adaptive relay selection is proposed in [11] to exploit cooperative diversity only from those relays that have a strong source-relay and relay-destination channel condition. A well-designed relay selection scheme reduces the total power consumption in the network for achieving ultrareliability. It simplifies practical implementation of simultaneous relaying for exploiting cooperative diversity. Moreover, reducing the number of active relays can improve reliability by reducing the interference. However, any relay selection strategy requires a certain level of channel state information at the transmitter. Reliable relay selection in large networks with limited channel state information at the transmitter side is challenging.
For mitigating interference and improving diversity order, [12] suggests increasing the number of antennas at nodes. Further, it proposes having partial frequency reuse in the network, i.e., having reuse factor of 1 for cell-center receivers and less than 1 for cell-edge receivers, to improve spectral efficiency. Also, [13] proposes installing extra multi-antenna stationary relay nodes in the network and uses a relay selection scheme to combat fading. It is assumed that transmitters have full knowledge of channels and use it for selecting the best relay. In our protocols, the relaying scheme is distributed and channel state information is not needed at transmitters.
The idea of successive intra-cell interference cancellation is proposed and studied in various scenarios of wireless cellular networks. In [14] , it is shown that non-orthogonal access with successive intra-cell interference cancellation improves the cell-edge user rates compared to orthogonal access. Also, in [15] it is observed that non-orthogonal multiple access with successive interference cancellation improves both the capacity and the cell-edge rates. In this work, however, we deal with inter-controller interference mitigation for ultrareliable low-latency wireless communication. In this case, especially for a cell-edge actuator, when the channel condition from interfering controllers is better than the channel condition from the intended controller, successive cancellation of inter-cell interference is possible.
E. Organization of the Paper
Section II presents the system model. We introduce three benchmark interference avoidance Occupy CoW-based protocols in Section III. We analyze these protocols in Section IV. The proposed protocol with interference cancellation in both phases is presented in Section V-A. The proposed protocol with interference cancellation in the first phase and interference avoidance in the second phase is presented in Section V-B. Section VI presents results of Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider an industrial factory hall in which a number of automated production lines are deployed close to each other.
In each production line, a closed-loop controller stabilizes a number of remote processes over wireless channels. This requires continuous streaming of information from sensors to the controller and from the controller to actuators. The focus of this work is on the controller-to-actuator communication.
Using the terminology of the wireless cellular networks literature, we refer to the area occupied by a production line as a cell and to transmission of the control messages from controller to actuators as the downlink transmission.
We denote the total number of interfering cells (or controllers) in the factory hall by C, and the number of actuators in each cell by K. The set of all controllers is C = {1, . . . , C}.
The kth actuator in cell c ∈ C is referred to as actuator (c, k), and K = C × {1, . . . , K} is the set of all actuators.
In each cell, the controller has K independent messages of b bits, one for each actuator. All messages are required to be communicated within T seconds, over the total available bandwidth of W Hz.
We allow two-hop cooperative communications for exploiting spatial diversity of distributed antennas of actuators. The two hops are orthogonal in time, i.e., they take place consecutively. The first hop is the broadcast hop, which is the transmission from the controller to the actuators, and the second one is the cooperation hop, which is the cooperative communication among the half-duplex actuators.
In the broadcast phase, actuator (c, k) receives
for t ∈ (0, T /2), where g c,k,i ∈ C is the realization of channel gain G c,k,i from controller i to actuator (c, k) for the transmission period t ∈ (0, T ), X
i (t) is the zeromean Gaussian transmit signal from the ith controller over t ∈ (0, T /2) with power spectral density p dBm/Hz, N (I) c,k (t) is the background additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process with power spectral density σ 2 dBm/Hz. In the cooperation phase, let S denote the set of actuators that would participate in cooperation in the second phase, and let X (II)
and X (II) i (t) be the zero-mean Gaussian transmit signal from the ith controller, all over t ∈ (T /2, T ) with power spectral density p dBm/Hz. In this second phase, each actuator (c, k) receives
Note that the actuators act as half-duplex distributed relays, i.e., they can simultaneously transmit and receive only if their transmission and reception are orthogonal in the frequency domain, so that they can only receive the components of X
c,k (t) = 0 and we haveX
c,k (t) is the background AWGN process with power spectral density σ 2 dBm/Hz. We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as
Variations of channel gains in time or frequency can provide further diversity. To isolate the spatial diversity gain obtained by cooperation, channel gains are assumed to be constant over frequency and time for each transmission period, while varying from one transmission period to another, according to their fading probability distribution.
We assume availability of channel state information at receivers (CSIR) everywhere in the network. However, channel state information at transmitters is not needed. Moreover, we assume signals from multiple distributed transmitters can be synchronously combined using space-time coding. We note here that a certain level of asynchronism can provide delay diversity, as in the techniques of [16] , [17] . For relevant synchronization techniques see, e.g., [18] , [19] .
III. BENCHMARK PROTOCOLS
In this section, we introduce three variations of the previously-proposed Occupy CoW scheme for ultrareliable communication in a multicell scenario. We use these schemes as benchmarks in the rest of the paper.
The Occupy CoW protocol avoids intra-cell interference in a cell by concatenating all independent messages into a single message to be broadcast to all receivers of that cell. In a multicell network, it avoids the inter-cell interference by orthogonalization. It is shown in the next section that as the SNR goes lower this orthogonalization approach requires an impractically large bandwidth for achieving ultrareliability in a multicell network.
A. Frequency Division Among Cells
First, let us consider the simple scheme of dividing the available bandwidth equally among C cells and using the Occupy CoW protocol in each cell over the allocated bandwidth. We refer to this scheme as the Orthogonal Occupy CoWs (OrthOccupy CoWs). We first review the protocol briefly.
In the cth cell, c ∈ C, all K independent messages are concatenated into one message of size Kb bits at the controller, and all K nodes in the cell are required to decode this concatenated message within two phases, each lasting T /2 seconds. Hence, the aggregate per cell rate in each phase amounts to
In the first phase, the controller broadcasts the concatenated message to actuators. Only those actuators whose wireless channels are deeply faded and their link capacity is less than R fail to decode the concatenated message. Therefore, in this phase, the set of successful actuators in cell c that have decoded the concatenated message of controller c is
In the second phase, the controller retransmits, and all nodes in S orth c relay the message for the remaining K − |S orth c | receivers of the cell. To exploit the available spatial diversity, the message is transmitted using distributed space-time codes. The protocol fails if at least one of the actuators in the network fails to decode the message of its controller by the end of the second phase, i.e., if there is a (c, k) / ∈ S orth c for a c ∈ C for which
Here, obtaining spatial diversity by using distributed spacetime coding is simply modeled by adding the received signal powers of all transmitters.
B. Inter-Cell Cooperation Among Actuators
In frequency division scheme of the last subsection, for each cell, the order of spatial diversity in the second phase is limited by the number of successful nodes of the first phase in that cell. This diversity order can be increased notably by allowing inter-cell cooperation among actuators of the network. This protocol is indeed the Occupy CoW scheme for generic information topology of [8] . As we show in Section IV, intercell cooperation among actuators can significantly improve the performance, indicating the importance of exploiting the available spatial diversity of actuators' antennas.
In this scheme, all actuators that have decoded the message of the cth controller in the first phase relay this message over its associated frequency band in the second phase. The set of these actuators is
where S orth c is the set of successful actuators in the cth cell that have decoded the message of the cth controller, as defined in (5), and
is the set of successful actuators outside of the cth cell that have decoded the cth controller's massage, and R is defined in (4). The protocol fails if at least one of the actuators in the network fails to decode the message by the end of the second phase, i.e., if there is a (c, k) / ∈ S orth c for a c ∈ C for which 
C. Full Cooperation Among Cells
In this section, we consider using the Occupy CoW protocol in the network with genie-aided message sharing among controllers. Message sharing among all C controllers transforms the network into one large cell with C distributed transmit antennas. This can be realized in practice, if controllers can be connected through high-speed backhaul links. Sharing messages among controllers improves the diversity order as compared to schemes of the last two subsections. We refer to this scheme as the Coordinated Multipoint Occupy CoW (CoMP-Occupy CoW).
In this protocol, all messages are concatenated into one message of size CKb bits at the controllers, and all CK actuators in the network are required to decode this concatenated message within two phases, each lasting T /2 seconds.
In the first phase, controllers broadcast the concatenated message to actuators, using distributed space-time codes for exploiting spatial diversity. Only those actuators whose wireless channels are in such a deep fade that their achievable rate is less than CR fail to decode the concatenated message. Therefore, in this phase, the set of successful actuators is
In the second phase, the controllers retransmit, and all nodes in S relay the message for the rest of the receivers using distributed space-time coding. The protocol fails if at least one of the actuators fails to decode the message by the end of the second phase, i.e., if there is a (c, k) / ∈ S for which
IV. BANDWIDTH-POWER TRADEOFF OF THE BENCHMARK PROTOCOLS
In this section, we illustrate the tradeoff between the required bandwidth and the required SNR for achieving ultrareliability by the benchmark protocols in a multicell network. Characterizing very low failure probabilities of ultrareliable communication protocols can be a significant simulation burden. Assuming i.i.d. wireless channel gains throughout the network, a closed-form characterization of failure probability of the Occupy CoW protocol is provided in [8] . This characterization does not consider the distance-dependent path loss of the wireless channel. Nevertheless, the closed-form formula captures important properties of the protocol. We first extend the failure probability formula of [8] for the three benchmark protocols of the last section.
Assume
where θ is drawn uniformly from (0, 2π],h is drawn from CN (0, 1) distribution, and κ is the Rician K-factor. The probability of outage for a link with spectral efficiency CR/W (b/s/Hz) is
where Q 1 is the Marcum Q-function. In the Orth-Occupy CoWs scheme of Section III-A, the number of successful actuators of cell c in the first phase A c |S orth c | are i.i.d. across c with a binomial distribution. The probability of success for cell c is [8] :
and the probability of failure is
Here, obtaining spatial diversity by using distributed spacetime coding is modeled by raising the probability of outage of a link to the power of the number of transmitters.
In the Occupy CoW scheme of Section III-B, the number of actuators that decoded the message of the cth controller in the first phase and are inside the cell A c,i |S c with a binomial distribution. The probability of success for cell c is
and using the union bound, the failure probability is bounded by
In CoMP-Occupy CoW scheme of Section III-C, the number of successful actuators in the first phase A |S| follows a binomial distribution. The probability of success is
The probability of failure of this protocol is Fig. 1 shows the tradeoff between the required bandwidth and the required SNR for ultrareliable communication by the three interference avoidance benchmark schemes. For plotting this curve, we select the target probability of failure to be P F = 10 −9 , the number of actuators per cell to be K = 30, b = 160 bits, and T = 1ms, as in the scenario discussed in [8] . Also, we select the K-factor in formula (13) to be 4.7dB, based on A1-Indoor scenario of the WINNER II channel models [20] . The main observation from this figure is the significant increase in the required bandwidth for achieving ultrareliability at low SNRs when C increases from 1 to 16. Since in these schemes inter-cell interference is avoided by orthogonalization, the required bandwidth increases linearly in the number of cells. Also, we observe that CoMP-Occupy CoW and Occupy CoW considerably outperform Orth-Occupy CoWs, indicating that inter-cell cooperation among actuators reduces the required bandwidth considerably.
V. SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION FOR
ULTRARELIABLE COMMUNICATION In all three protocols of Section III, inter-cell interference is avoided by orthogonalization in the frequency domain. This orthogonalization results in a linear scaling of the required bandwidth for reliability with the number of cells, C. To alleviate the dependency of the bandwidth-SNR tradeoff for reliability on the number of cells, in this section we propose reusing full frequency in the network, then successively decoding and canceling as much inter-cell interference as possible at the receivers.
A. Successive Interference Cancellation in Both Phases
First, we consider full frequency reuse and successive interference cancellation in both the broadcast and cooperation phases. Since interference cancellation is used in both phases of the protocol, we refer to it as the IC-IC protocol. In the ideal scenario where the receivers could decode and cancel all of the interference, the bandwidth-power tradeoff for ultrareliability would not depend on the number of cells.
The protocol of this section is similar to the frequency division scheme of Section III-A in that both schemes use an Occupy CoW protocol in each cell. In the first phase, every controller concatenates all of its K messages into a Kb-bit message and broadcasts this concatenated message to its K actuators. In the second phase, those nodes that have decoded the message in the previous phase together with the controller retransmit the message for the rest of the receivers in that cell using distributed space-time coding. Each phase takes place within T /2 seconds of time and the aggregate rate in a cell is R as in (4). The difference, here, is that all nodes transmit over the entire frequency band W and interfere with each other, and we use successive interference cancellation in both phases.
The successive interference cancellation process of the first phase is summarized in the first part of Algorithm 1. Here, we describe the decoding process for actuator (c, k). During an iteration of the process, we denote the set of controllers for whom actuator (c, k) has not decoded their messages by I (c,k) . Therefore, during the first iteration we have I (c,k) ← C. In an iteration of the process, let c * be the index of the controller with highest signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), i.e., c * = arg max
where 
where C/I (c,k) is the set of controllers whose messages are decoded at actuator (c, k) by the end of the first phase. The decoding process in the second phase is summarized in the second part of Algorithm 1. In this phase, only the unsuccessful receivers of the first phase continue to successively decode and cancel the interfering messages that they have not decoded in the previous phase until they decode their intended messages or they cannot decode any other message. For the unsuccessful receiver (c, k), during an iteration of the process, we denote by I (c,k) the set of controllers, and by I ′ (c,k) the set of actuators whose messages have not been decoded by receiver (c, k). Therefore, during the first iteration I (c,k) is as in the last iteration of the previous phase and I
. In an iteration of the process, let c * be the index of the message with the highest corresponding SINR for decoding, i.e.,
where
Here, the impact of using distributed space-time coding for exploiting spatial diversity on both signal and interference is modeled by adding the received powers from each transmitter. If max 
B. Interference Cancellation in the First Phase and Interference Avoidance in the Second Phase
As we will see in the simulation results in Section VI, the IC-IC scheme of the previous section successfully alleviates the dependency of the bandwidth-SNR tradeoff for reliability on C, the number of cells in the network. However, since that receivers cannot decode some of the relatively weaker interference signals and treat them as noise, the failure probability of this scheme has a floor. Moreover, the diversity order of the IC-IC scheme in the second phase is limited by the number of successful nodes of the first phase in only one cell. To remove the saturation and improve the diversity order while having the improvement in the bandwidth-SNR tradeoff over the benchmark schemes, we propose a protocol with the interference cancellation scheme in its broadcast phase and the orthogonal frequency division interference avoidance scheme in its cooperation phase, and refer to it as the IC-IA protocol. In particular, we propose using the first phase of the IC-IC protocol of Section V-A for the broadcast phase and using the second phase of the Occupy CoW protocol of Section III-B for the cooperation phase.
Using the interference cancellation scheme in the broadcast phase of the protocol reduces the required transmit power if R c,k,c * ≥ R then 10:
end if 12: end while 13: if c ∈ C/I (c,k) then 14:
end if 16: end for 17: end for 2. Decoding in the Second Phase:
for each actuator (c, k) / ∈ S icic c do 3:
I temp ← Ø 
if R ′ c,k,c * ≥ R then 10:
end if 13: end while 14: end for 15: end for for reliability. This is because for low transmit powers, the average number of decoded messages at a receiver in the first phase of the IC-IC scheme is larger than that of an intercell interference avoidance by frequency division scheme. In the IC-IA protocol, all the actuators that have decoded the message of the cth cell in the first phase relay this message over its associated frequency band in the second phase. The set of these actuators is
where C/I (c ′ ,k ′ ) is the set of controllers that their messages are decoded at actuator (c ′ , k ′ ) by the end of the first phase. Using frequency division orthogonal transmission in the cooperation phase of this protocol improves the cooperative diversity order. This is because in the second phase of the Occupy CoW protocol an actuator relays all of the messages that it decoded in the first phase over their allocated frequency bands. In contrast, with full frequency reuse in the second phase, a half-duplex actuator can only relay one of its decoded messages. More importantly, interference avoidance by frequency division in the second phase removes the failure probability floor by providing the actuators with an interference-free version of their intended signal.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed interference management protocols by Monte Carlo simulations using a distance-dependent channel model for an industrial factory hall. Rather than simulating very low failure probabilities, we study the patterns of failure probability by varying transmit power spectral density p, number of cells C, and the bandwidth W .
A. Channel Model
To simulate fading in both controller-to-actuator and actuator-to-actuator wireless links, we use A1-Indoor scenario of the WINNER II channel models [20] . The existence of LOS component in this model follows a distance-dependent probability distribution. Let the distance between transmitter and receiver be d m. Then, the probability of having a LOS component in this model is given by
We set carrier frequency to 3 GHz. When the LOS component does not exist, the path loss model is 
the Ricean K-factor is 4.7dB. Even in this case, there is a shadow fading component with 3dB standard deviation. In both LOS and non-LOS cases, we have Rayleigh fading, which is i.i.d. across links. The power spectral density of background noise is σ 2 = −169dBm/Hz. In our simulations, the minimum distance between any two points is set to 1m.
We simulate a square-shaped factory hall with C squareshaped cells. The side of each cell is 10m. Hence, the side of the factory hall is 10 √ Cm. The controller of each cell is located at the center of the square-shaped cell and its associated actuators are distributed uniformly in that cell. In this setting, we note through simulations that the average path loss between a transmitter-receiver pair is P L = 59dB. Therefore, the average SNR of a link is given by
where p is the transmit power spectral density in dBm/Hz. Note that because of the very short distance between transmitter-receiver pairs, the transmit power required to achieve a typical value of SNR is fairly low, e.g., for achieving SN R = 5dB, we need p = −105dBm/Hz, which corresponds to 0.95µW of transmit power over W = 30MHz of bandwidth. 
B. Impact of Treating Inter-cell Interference as Noise
In this section, we study the failure probability of 9 interfering cells with Occupy CoW protocol in each, assuming the inter-cell interference is treated as noise in both phases of the protocol. To model the reuse of frequency in distant cells within a geographical area, we simulate nine 10m-by-10m interfering cells in a 3D-by-3D square-shaped geographical area with wraparound. The parameter D determines the distance between the cells; the location of a cell is obtained by either horizontal or vertical translation of a closest cell by D. Fig. 2 shows the simulation layout and the numerical results. We observe that treating inter-cell interference as noise results in a failure probability floor, the value of which depends on the distance between cells. In our simulations, for approaching the interference-free performance the distance D should be as long as 500m. Therefore, the conclusion here is that frequency reuse may not be useful for indoor applications. This observation motivates the design of interference mitigation schemes for ultrareliable low-latency wireless communication for factory automation. In the rest of the simulations, we consider full reuse of frequency throughout the network without any separation between adjacent cells. Fig. 3 shows the probability of failure versus transmit power for CoMP-Occupy CoW, Occupy CoW, IC-IC, and IC-IA protocols for different number of cells C at W = 30MHz, K = 30, b = 160bits, and T = 1ms.
C. Dependency of Performance on Number of Cells
In Fig. 3 , we observe that CoMP-Occupy CoW and Occupy CoW have the highest diversity order. However, at a given bandwidth, the required transmit power (in dB) for reliability of these two protocols increases linearly in number of cells C, for large values of C. The high dependency of bandwidthpower tradeoff in number of cells is the main drawback of these schemes. For this reason, they may not be the preferred protocols, despite having the largest diversity order.
Here, we observe that the dependency of the required transmit power for reliability on the number of cells in the IC-IC protocol is the smallest, but still some dependency and a failure probability floor exist. In the ideal case, this dependency of the required transmit power on C and the failure probability floor would not exist, if actuators could decode and cancel all of the interference. In reality, however, increasing C increases the number of uncanceled interferers. This in turn reduces the SINR for decoding the intended message at receivers. More transmit power is needed to cancel the impact of this reduction in SINR and to obtain low failure probabilities. However, further increasing the power of transmitters results in a failure probability floor. This scheme has the best bandwidth-power tradeoff in the low-power regime.
The IC-IA protocol shows improved scalability of transmit power as compared to the interference avoidance protocols. This is due to full bandwidth reuse and successive interference cancellation in the first phase. Orthogonal frequency division in the second phase, not only removes the failure probability floor of the IC-IC protocol by providing actuators with an interference-free version of their intended signal, but also improves the diversity order of the IC-IC protocol by enabling half-duplex actuators to relay all of the messages that they have decoded. Therefore, it has the main virtue of the Occupy CoW schemes, i.e., high diversity order without a failure probability floor, and the main virtue of the interference cancellation scheme, i.e., working at lower transmit powers, simultaneously. This scheme has the best bandwidth-power tradeoff at the medium-power regime. smaller. We observe a notable saving in the required bandwidth for achieving ultrareliability by the two proposed protocols over the two benchmark protocols. We observe from Fig. 5 that by increasing bandwidth the floor of failure probability of IC-IC protocol decreases. Also, increasing bandwidth increases the diversity order of the IC-IA protocol. These are due to the fact that at larger bandwidths, more inter-cell interference can be decoded.
D. Dependency of Performance on Bandwidth
Increasing bandwidth reduces the required transmit power for achieving ultrareliability by CoMP-Occupy CoW and IC-IA protocols. However, at larger bandwidths, this reduction in the transmit power becomes slower. As consequence, there are significant regions in which IC-IC outperforms both IC-IA and CoMP-Occupy CoW.
Increasing bandwidth reduces the required transmit power for achieving ultrareliability. For CoMP-Occupy CoW and IC-IA protocols, however, this reduction in the transmit power becomes much slower for larger bandwidths. As a consequence, there are significant regions in which IC-IC outperforms both IC-IA and CoMP-Occupy CoW.
E. Identifying the Preferable Protocol
In Fig. 5 , for each value of bandwidth, the failure probability curves of IC-IC, IC-IA, and CoMP-Occupy CoW protocols intersect. Following the pattern of intersection points by varying bandwidth, we identify a preference region for each protocol in the failure probability-transmit power plane in Fig. 6 . Here, a protocol is preferred over the other, if it achieves a given probability of failure at a smaller bandwidth. We use the preference sign "≻" to indicate the preference of protocols for their smaller bandwidth requirement.
In Fig. 6 , in the low-power region R1, where the required bandwidth for a given failure probability is largest, the IC-IC protocol is preferred over IC-IA, and IC-IA is preferred over the CoMP-Occupy CoW. In the medium-power region R2, the IC-IA protocol outperforms IC-IC and CoMP-Occupy CoW. Finally, in the high-power region R3, where the required bandwidth for a given failure probability is smallest, the CoMP-Occupy CoW protocol is preferred over IC-IA, and IC-IA is preferred over IC-IC. An important pattern in the preference regions is that by increasing number of cells C, the preference regions of the IC-IC and IC-IA protocols expand and the preference region of the CoMP-Occupy CoW protocol shrinks. This illustrates that, by increasing C, our proposed protocols improve the bandwidth-power tradeoff for reliability of the CoMP-Occupy CoW protocol without requiring message sharing among controllers, at typical transmit power range. Fig. 7 shows the bandwidth-power tradeoff for achieving P F = 5×10 −5 for two values of network size C = 4 and C = 16. Here, P F = 5 × 10 −5 is the smallest failure probability for which we can run Mont Carlo simulations in a reasonable time. At low transmit powers the IC-IC protocol requires the least amount of bandwidth. This corresponds to region R1 in Fig. 6 . However, with less bandwidth, the failure probability reaches a floor as a function of SNR. In this regime, the IC-IA protocol avoids the failure probability floor and is the preferred scheme. This corresponds to region R2 in Fig. 6 . By further reduction in bandwidth and increasing the power, the CoMPOccupy CoW protocol, which has the highest diversity order, outperforms. This corresponds to region R3 in Fig. 6 , but we note that the message sharing required by CoMP-Occupy CoW may not always be feasible. As compared to Occupy CoW without message sharing, the proposed protocols, IC-IC and IC-IA, significantly outperform at typical ranges of SNR.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper studies the problem of interference management for ultrareliable low-latency wireless communication in a multiple interfering broadcasts network. The previously proposed Occupy CoW protocol avoids inter-cell interference by orthogonalization, hence, is not scalable in network size. Further, the full reuse of bandwidth in cells while treating all of the inter-cell interference as noise has an adverse effect on the failure probability of the protocol. In this paper, we observe that full bandwidth reuse but with successive decoding and cancellation of as much inter-cell interference as possible can alleviate the dependency of bandwidth-SNR tradeoff on network size. We note that some cell-edge receivers decode inter-cell interference before decoding the intended signal. Based on these observations, we develop two protocols for managing interference and combating fading to meet the stringent requirements of reliability and latency in communication for control applications. When the number of cells in the network increases, the preference regions of our protocols expand and that of the Occupy CoW protocol shrinks.
This paper studies the behavior of the proposed protocols by simulations with a realistic channel model. As a possible direction for future work, it would be useful (but challenging) to analytically characterize the scaling of the required bandwidth for achieving reliability by the proposed interference mitigation protocols with the network size. In this work, we study the downlink transmission only. We leave development of interference management schemes for sensors to controllers communication for future studies.
